
 Combination unLock: CHR  
Unlock bingos from COMMON 2 & 3-LETTER COMBOS. 7s/8s starting, containing, ending (if any). Plurals / conjugations not listed separately. 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

7s start CHR- 

CHRISMA ACHIMRS CHRISMON, Christian monogram [n] 

CHRISMS CHIMRSS CHRISM, consecrated oil [n] 

CHRISOM CHIMORS chrism (consecrated oil) [n -S] 

CHRISTY CHIRSTY skiing turn [n -TIES] 

CHROMAS ACHMORS CHROMA, purity of color [n] 

CHROMED CDEHMOR CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHROMES CEHMORS CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHROMIC CCHIMOR pertaining to chromium (metallic element) [adj] 

CHROMOS CHMOORS CHROMO, type of color picture [n] 

CHROMYL CHLMORY bivalent radical [n -S] 

CHRONIC CCHINOR one that suffers from long-lasting disease [n -S] 

CHRONON CHNNOOR hypothetical unit of time [n -S] 

 

7s contain -CHR- 

EUCHRED CDEEHRU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EUCHRES CEEHRSU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

MACHREE ACEEHMR dear (loved one) [n -S] 

OCHREAE ACEEHOR OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

OCHREAS ACEHORS OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

OCHRING CGHINOR OCHRE, to ocher (to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment)) [v] 

OCHROID CDHIOOR ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OCHROUS CHOORSU ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

SCHRIKS CHIKRSS SCHRIK, sudden fright [n] 

SCHRODS CDHORSS SCHROD, scrod (young cod) [n] 

SYNCHRO CHNORSY selsyn (type of remote-control device) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start CHR- 

CHRESARD ACDEHRRS available water of soil [n -S] 

CHRISMAL ACHILMRS CHRISM, consecrated oil [adj] 

CHRISMON CHIMNORS Christian monogram [n -MA, -S] 

CHRISTEN CEHINRST to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHRISTIE CEHIIRST christy (skiing turn) [n -S] 

CHROMATE ACEHMORT chemical salt [n -S] 

CHROMIDE CDEHIMOR tropical fish [n -S] 

CHROMIER CEHIMORR CHROMY, decorated with chrome [adj] 

CHROMING CGHIMNOR chromium ore [n -S] / CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHROMITE CEHIMORT chromium ore [n -S] 

CHROMIUM CHIMMORU metallic element [n -S] 

CHROMIZE CEHIMORZ to chrome (to plate with chromium) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CHROMOLY CHLMOORY steel alloy made of chromium and molybdenum [n -LIES, -S] 

CHROMOUS CHMOORSU pertaining to chromium (metallic element) [adj] 

CHRONAXY ACHNORXY time required to excite nerve cell electrically [n -XIES] 

 



 Combination unLock: CHR  
Unlock bingos from COMMON 2 & 3-LETTER COMBOS. 7s/8s starting, containing, ending (if any). Plurals / conjugations not listed separately. 
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8s contain -CHR- 

ACHROMAT AACHMORT type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

ACHROMIC ACCHIMOR having no color [adj] 

BICHROME BCEHIMOR two-colored [adj] 

DICHROIC CCDHIIOR having two colors [adj] 

EUCHRING CEGHINRU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

ISOCHRON CHINOORS line on chart connecting points representing same time [n -S] 

NICHROME CEHIMNOR trademark [n -S] 

OCHREOUS CEHOORSU ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

 

 


